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      WAITING HERE 
New Music Video   

   Self-made music video during Covid-19  

After more than 30,000 plays on Spotify of her last two singles and hitting the iTunes Song writing 
Chart in Germany with “People”, this artist doesn’t stop to surprise her fans. Andrea Dee is back 
with a new single that is making UK radio stations pay attention. 
  
“Waiting Here" released in April 2020, by singer-songwriter Andrea Dee sees her inviting you to 
her home and heart. She is spreading love and compassion with this personal message of hope 
during these very difficult times, entertaining people as well as letting them know that there is 
somebody thinking about them wherever they are in the world and whatever their personal situation 
is.   

This self-made video was shot in the humble north east London home of independent artist Andrea 
Dee during the Covid-19 lockdown. The concept was simple, produce a music video that was raw, 
warm and welcoming, showing her vulnerability and honesty.  
The lyrics share a personal experience of love, first times, travels and friendships. The piano, guitar 
and backup vocals create a simple but powerful sound that galvanises and spreads the message of 
never giving up hope.  
This Video reflects beauty and grace, it is a self-portrait of the unconventional international artist in 
an unconventional time.



  
This independent artist is no stranger to adapting to new situations and making the best out of it. 
After living in 4 different countries, self-booking international tours, writing and co-writing with 
artists, producers and DJs worldwide, she has overcome mountains to be where she is today. 
Andrea learned quickly how to bounce back whatever the circumstances were. “This is the time 
that as an artist we can help everybody and really make a difference, even if it is only for the length 
of one song.”  
  
Her single is as vulnerable as she has even been. A must-see video that everybody can connect to  
With more than 11,000 views on YouTube and a feature on Felixstowe radio, a new album is in 
the works…this artist might become your guilty pleasure and why not. 


